
 

Return to Gymnastics Lessons  
Customer FAQS 

 
What is happening with gymnastics lessons? 
We will be filtering all of our previous programme into 3 temporary gymnastics hub sites of 
Kirkstall, Middleton and John Smeaton leisure centres. 
 
Hall space, staffing and cleaning requirements mean we cannot at present deliver gymnastics 
lessons within all of our previous sites.  
 
We will be delivering gymnastic lessons for pre-school (all adult & child), recreational (4 year 
to 15 years) and invite only classes.  
 
How will I be paying for the gymnastic lessons? 
Gymnastics is run as a course of lessons. Payment is made for the amount of lessons 
remaining within the course. You will be contacted over the phone to confirm your child’s 
gymnastic place and start date and be asked to pay for the course in full by Debit card.  
 
Please ensure that your Leeds Card or Leeds Card Extra are within date as this may affect what 
rate you are charged for the course. 
 
When will my direct debit restart? (4 Hour Gymnasts Only) 
Due to the reduced amount of training hours on the temporary programme we will not re-
start the direct debit for the 4 hour invite class. Payment for the Saturday lesson will be via a 
one off course fee, and the Thursday conditioning session will be bookable weekly. 
 
I cannot attend the Hub lessons, will I still have a place at my child’s pre-Covid site? 
We will contact you directly when the pre-Covid sites are due to resume to offer you a 
gymnastics place. We shall also notify customers via social media so please ensure you are 
following the Active Leeds Facebook page and relevant leisure centre page. We cannot 
guarantee that it will be the same day and time as pre-Covid as it will depend on the 
timetabling options for your child’s age group. If we cannot open all pre-Covid sites at once 
due to staffing then we will endeavour to offer you a place at the next nearest site. 
  
What measures are you putting in place to make Gymnastic lessons COVID secure? 
All sites are following central government and governing body guidelines to ensure our 
gymnastic halls are COVID compliant. 
 
Specifically: 
 
We have additional cleaning throughout the day to ensure the facilities are clean and 
sanitised. 
 
The gymnastics coaches are cleaning all gymnastics equipment in-between each lesson and 
there are 15 minute gaps between lessons to complete this. 
 
One way systems have been put in place with clear signage.  



 

 
Hand sanitising stations are present throughout the leisure centres and within the sports 
hall. All children and adults must sanitise upon entry and exit of the hall. 
 
For parents of under 8 years, 1 adult is required to stay in the building and there is seating 
socially distanced within the hall for you to sit to spectate. This seating gets sanitised in-
between lessons. 
 
Gymnasts & parents cannot enter the building until a few minutes before their session.  
 
Gymnasts have their own floor mat for the warm-up and cool-down and they follow a circuit 
around the equipment so that they are socially distanced from one another at all times. There 
is a specific sanitising station for the A-bars. 
 
Each area/ space throughout the facility has a maximum occupancy level and we keep below 
this capacity at all times.  
 
Where possible Gymnastic lessons start times will be staggered with other lesson start times 
(swim, gym or fitness) to minimise the amount of people using the entrance to the building 
and walkways at any one time.  
 
Gymnasts should come dressed ready and appropriately as there will be no use of the 
changing rooms prior to Gymnastic lessons. 
 
What does arrive ready/appropriately mean? 
Please arrive in gymnastic attire before entering the building as changing rooms will be closed 
and bring minimal/ no extra belongings. 

 Dressed in gymnastic attire (leotard, shorts/joggers/leggings/t-shirt)- NO CROP TOPS 

 Trainers and coat can be worn and taken into the sports hall. 

 Grip socks are recommended and can be worn throughout the lesson. 

 Long hair must be tied up before entering the building and all jewellery removed. 

 Pre-filled water bottle (only recommended for invite classes training 1hr 45 mins). 
 
Can I watch my child while they are doing gymnastics? 
Usual viewing areas for gymnastic lessons will be closed.  
 
Gymnasts aged 1-7yrs must only bring only one adult with them as we have maximum 
occupancy levels to adhere to within the gymnastics hall. The adult will be allocated a chair 
within the sports hall to sit and watch and must wear a face covering at all times. 
 
No siblings will be permitted that are not enrolled on the class/ taking part, with the exception 
of within pre-school lessons (more information under pre-school sub heading). 
 
Adults of children aged 8-15yrs can escort their child to the building entrance but will not be 
required to come into the building. Collection will be from a designated area outside (a 
gymnastics instructor will escort the children and not release a child until they can see an 
appropriate adult is there to collect). 



 

 
If your child is 8 years or over and has additional needs please contact us so that we can make 
suitable arrangements for your child’s needs. 
 
What equipment will be in use for gymnastic classes? 
A wide range of equipment will still be used during gymnastic lessons including large 
apparatus but it will be adapted to meet guidelines. 
Will my child still remain in the same class? 
Our programme works in age groups but we have broadened the age groups to allow more 
flexibility and options for siblings to attend at the same time.  
 
How long are lessons? 
Duration of classes will be 45 minutes to allow cleaning time. 
 
Will lockers be available?  
No, under 8 years can leave their outer clothing with their parent/ carer on their allocated 
chair and over 8 years will be able to leave their outer clothing and water bottles next to their 
allocated floor mat. 
 
Will my child’s lesson look any different? 
The layout of the equipment will be slightly different as gymnasts will move around a circuit 
under the instruction of the coach and there will be laminated picture cards of what to do on 
each station as a reminder. 
 
Only one child per station will be allowed and all children will be prompted when to move to 
the next station. 
 
No badge work is currently being issued. 
 
The focus will be on fun, fitness and confidence building and the difficulty of skills may have 
to be reduced as coaches will not be able to physically support any child. 
 
Coaches will walk around the circuit to give verbal instruction, feedback and encouragement. 
 
What happens if my child needs the toilet during the lesson? 
We ask that where possible that your child uses the toilet prior to leaving home to limit the 
need. 
 
Under 8s - It is the responsibility of the parent to escort the child to the toilet. 
 
Over 8s – Will be escorted to the toilet by a gymnastics coach, who will check the area is clear 
before allowing your child to enter the toilet area. The coach will wait in the corridor outside 
for your child to exit the toilet area and will ask them to sanitise their hands before re-entering 
the sports hall (the coach will also re-sanitise). 
 
 
 



 

What happens when my child is ready to move up to the next age group? 
If your child has a birthday and is ready to move to another age group then you will be 
informed before re-enrolment is due and your class options discussed for the next course of 
lessons. 
 
Can I bring a drink or food for myself? 
No – if your child is under 8 years and you are spectating from within the hall we ask that you 
don’t drink bring any food or drink into the hall in order for us to maintain cleanliness and 
hygiene. 
 
Do you operate track and trace? 
Yes, we legally have to operate track and trace for any adults entering the building. On every 
visit you can scan the QR code upon entry into the building. Please ensure you have 
downloaded the NHS Covid-19 app. If you do not use or have the app then you will be asked 
that your contact details are up to date each session. 
 
Do adults need to wear a face covering when in the centre? 
Yes all adults must wear a face covering throughout the building when not actively 
participating in any exercise. Parents attending pre-school lessons can remove their face 
covering once the lesson has begun.  
 
PRE-SCHOOL SPECIFIC 
All lessons will be adult & child within the temporary programme (no independent lessons). 
Class age groups will be divided into ages 1-2yrs adult & child and 3-4yrs adult & child. Where 
this is not possible the class will be a mixed age of 1-4yrs. 
 
Can I bring a younger/older sibling with me at pre-school classes? 
If both of your children are under 4 years old we recommend you book them on to the same 
class and bring them both together. 
 
If one child is between 1-2yrs and your other 3-4yrs we recommend to book both on to a 3-
4yrs class or the 1-4yrs class. 
 
If you have a baby who is not walking they are allowed to attend with you. A baby sling is a 
good option which means you are then hands free to help your participating child.  
 
Can I feed my baby in the gymnastics hall? 
Yes of course, you can feed you baby on your allocated chair within the hall, but not on the 
floor matting or equipment. If you need to feed your baby then your participating child will 
have to come with you as they will not be allowed onto the equipment without you. 
 
Can I bring my buggy/other belongings with me? 
Prams/ buggies and baby car seat can be left next to your allocated chair. Please ensure your 
pram/ buggy wheels are wiped clean before entering the gymnastics hall so that water and 
mud do not become a slip hazard for yourself or others. All other belongings, for example 
toys and comforters, must not be brought into the activity area, we recommend that these 



 

are left at home or in the car to avoid the temptation of your child wanting to hold them 
during the lesson. 
 
Does it have to be the same adult that comes each week? 
No. However only one adult will be permitted to attend the pre-school lesson, no extra 
visitors will be allowed in the building. If it is a different adult attending then please ensure 
that you have passed on all relevant information about the lesson and procedures that they 
are required to follow. 
 
What equipment will be used for pre-school classes? 
The pre-school lessons will take place in the main hall as opposed to the activity room. The 
equipment will be a selection of large and small apparatus. The large apparatus will be 
adapted to meet the needs of the pre-school participants. 
 
No hand apparatus will be used during the lesson. 
 
Singing or is not allowed during the warm-up and cool-down action songs. 
 
Will baby changing facilities be available? 
Yes we will provide a designated area for baby changing. 
 
 
 
 


